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Introduction

Medical imaging techniques such as X-Ray, computer tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, and ultrasound play an important role in modern medicine. In many medical applications at least one of the
mentioned imaging techniques is applied in order to support medical professionals in the diagnostical process. Due to this daily usage of medical image data and the widespread availability of X-Ray and ultrasound
the amount of medical image data produced in hospitals is increasing quickly. Hence efficient storing, retrieving and processing of medical image data have become important research topics.
Picture archiving and communication systems (PACS) are used to store and distribute medical image data.
A central server provides access to an image database by metadata requests. In this work, we follow a different approach to medical image retrieval. In content-based image retrieval (CBIR) a medical professional
uses an example image as a query to search the most similar image from the database. Textual retrieval using metadata information and CBIR can be combined [Weyand 05]. Several content-based image retrieval
systems have been proposed. Some systems are more specialized on specific image domains like IRMA
[Lehmann & Güld+ 04] for the domain of medical images and others like GIFT [Squire & Müller+ 99] and
FIRE [Deselaers 03] are all purpose CBIR systems capable of handling different kinds of medical image
data as well as non-medical image data.
State-of-the-art CBIR systems apply computationally demanding distance measures to calculate the similarity between images. In addition to high memory requirements in the range of several gigabytes in order
to store the feature information needed for the distance measurements, the processing of one query image is
time consuming. Measuring of the overall performance of a CBIR system on a large database like the IRMA
database as presented in Section 6.3 can take a week of computation time or even longer. In order to use
CBIR systems in the daily routine of medical professionals it is necessary to reduce the required processing
time of a query without degrading the retrieval quality of the system. This is necessary because medical
professionals often do not have the required time and are not willing to wait several minutes for a retrieval
result. To reduce the amount of time needed to process an example image, it is possible to apply filtering in
the retrieval process. In filtered retrieval, features with a computationally cheap distance measure are used
as a filter in the retrieval step before features with computationally more demanding distance measures are
incorporated.
Next to reducing time requirements for CBIR systems, the reduction of memory requirements, especially
in the context of large databases, is desired. We show that it is possible to reduce the memory requirements
of FIRE while retaining the improvements of filtered retrieval.
Today, every hospital stores and produces a large amount of medical images. However, these databases are
not connected and cannot be used by a single CBIR system. In distributed CBIR the results of several local
CBIR systems with identical settings and feature selections are combined.

1.1

Overview

In the remainder of this section, related work is described. In Section 2 the CBIR system FIRE is introduced.
The following Sections 3 and 4 discuss the concept of filtered retrieval and partial loading of features
respectively. Additionally, Sections 3 and 4 tackle the integration of the two concepts into FIRE’s retrieval
engine. Section 5 gives a short overview of distributed CBIR and how it has been integrated into FIRE.
Experimental results on four different corpora are discussed in Section 7 and the used corpora are presented
in Section 6. This work is concluded in Section 8.

1.2

Related Work

Filtered retrieval is a well-known concept in the database and data exploration community.
[Faloutsos & Barber+ 94] and [Sawhney & Hafner 94] propose to use a lower dimensional distance function as a filter for a higher dimensional quadratic distance function. They show that this approach only leads
to additional false hits. The retrieval performance is not decreased.
Partial loading is related to the problem of indexing in the database community. In database research several
methods like R-, R*-trees, B-trees, inverted files and hash-indexes were proposed to efficiently access data.
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2 FIRE

Figure 1: The FIRE web interface
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FIRE

FIRE (Flexible Image Retrieval Engine) is a CBIR system that has been devoloped at the Human Language
Technology and Pattern Recognition Group of the RWTH Aachen University (i6)1 . Like all CBIR systems
FIRE implements query-by-example. The query images can be part of the database itself or can be specified
externally by the user. FIRE implements a large variety of different image features that can be combined
and weighted individually. The user can refine the retrieval results by relvance feedback using either FIRE’s
web interface or a command line interface. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of FIRE’s web interface.

2.1

Structure and Retrieval Process

FIRE is composed of a server and a client. The client is implemented by FIRE’s web-based user interface.
Using the web interface, the user can send queries to the server and the web interface displays the result.
Additionally, the web interface allows query expansion using relevance feedback. The server is the main
part of FIRE. It performs from the image database retrieval. Client and server are connected by a network
socket. Hence client and server can, but do not have to, run on the same machine. We will now describe the
retrieval process in detail before we discuss the changes that there applied to perform filtered retrieval:
In FIRE’s definition an image X is a set of features X1 , . . . , XM . Each feature represents a certain
aspect of the image. Features can for example be histograms of color and texture. A selection of some
features that are avaible in FIRE is presented in Section 2.3. Features can have different data types. For
example, histogram features are represented by vectors of scalars or more complex features, like scaled
down versions of the images, are represented as large vectors of color or gray values. In order to model
similarity of digital images it is necessary to compare the database images with the query images. Therefore
the distance between the query image and all database images is calculated pairwise. This is done featurewise in FIRE. In order to get reasonable values for the individual feature distances, an appropiate distance
measure di is used for each feature Xi of image X. To be able to adapt FIRE to a given task, a task specific
weight ωi is assigned to each feature Xi . The final similarity score of an image X is obtained by summing
up all weighted distances of features Xi of an image X which have been normalized over all images in the
database. A full discussion of distances and image features avaible in FIRE can be found in [Deselaers 03].
A short survey of the most important image features and distances used in this research project is given in
Sections 2.2 and 2.3.
Given a query image Q, FIRE calculates the distance d (Q, X) from Q to all images X in the database.
1 http://www-i6.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/∼deselaers

2.2 Distances
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This distance consists of the weighted sum of the respective feature distances:
d (Q, X) =

M
X

wm · dm (Qm , Xm )

(1)

m=1

Here, M is the total number of used features. The distances are normalized such that
X
d (Qm , Xm ) = 1

(2)

X

holds for each distance measure dm . The normalization is necessary because the ranges of distance values
can vary strongly for different distance measures. Finally, the image score S (Q, X) is calculated from the
weighted and normalized distances as follows:
!
M
X
S (Q, X) = exp (−d (Q, X)) = exp −
wi · dm (Qm , Xm )
(3)
m=1

After calculating the scores for all database images, FIRE returns the k images with the highest score.

2.2

Distances

In this subsection a short overview of distance measures avaible in FIRE is given. The overview is limited to
the distance measures used in this research project. A more complete survey can be found in [Deselaers 03]:
Jenson Shannon Divergence (JSD) The Jenson Shannon Divergence allows for bin-wise comparsion of
equally sized histograms. It is symmetric and defined as follows:
dJSD (H, H 0 ) =

N
X

Hn log

n=1

2Hn0
2Hn
0
+
H
log
n
Hn + Hn0
Hn0 + Hn

0

H and H are histograms of dimension N and Hn is the empirical probability for any point falling into the
region belonging to the n-th bin.
Euclidean The Euclidean distance is probably the most commonly used distance measure for image
comparsions. To be able to compare images by the Euclidean distance, the images have to be of the same
size.
Image Distortion Model (IDM) The image distortion model allows for small local deformations of an
image. A pixel is aligned to the pixel with the smallest squared distance from its neighborhood. These local
distances are summed up for the complete image to get the global distance. The image distortion model for
two images is defined as follows:
dIDM (Q, X) =

N0
N1
X
X
n0 = 1 n1 = 1

n0 +ω
n00

min

= n0 +ω

n1 +ω
n01

min

= n1 −ω

{d0 (Q (n0 , n1 ), X (n00 , n01 ))}

Here ω is the warp-range specifying the radius of the neighborhood in which a pixel may be choosen for
alignment. d0 is a pixel distance comparing the pixels Q (n0 , n1 ) and X (n00 , n01 ). In an improved version
of the image distortion model subpictures are compared instead of pixels. A more detailed discussion
of the image distortion model can be found in [Keysers & Gollan+ 04]. The computationally complexity
of the image distortion model is one reason of the high time requirements of the in Section 7 presented
experimental results on the IRMA database.

2.3

Image Features

In this subsection a short overview of image features avaible in FIRE is given. A more complete survey can
be found in [Deselaers 03]:
Appearance-based image features The most direct approach to comparing images is to compare the
images pixel by pixel or to compare scaled down versions of the images pixel-wise. While in general this
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method of comparing images is computationally demanding, appearance-based image features represent
an easy and successful approach to measering image similarity in specific domains like retrieval of X-Ray
images. Appearence-based image features can be compared using the Euclidean distance or an image distortion model.
Color histograms Color histograms provide an easy way to capture information about brightness and/or
color distributions of an image. Especially in medical image retrieval, images have a characteristic color
distribution originating from the method by which they have been created. Consider for example X-Ray or
ultrasound images. Color histograms are compared using the Euclidean distance measure.
Tamura features Tamura et al. have proposed a set of six image features corresponding to human visual
perception. These six features are coarseness, contrast, directionality, line-likeness, regulartiy and roughness [Tamura & Mori+ 78]. FIRE uses only the first three of them hence they have been found to be most
important to model human perception.
Invariant feature histograms In contrast to general histogram features, invariant histogram features are
invariant to certain transformations like scaling, rotating or translation. This means that invariant feature
histograms do not change if the image is scaled, rotated or translated.

3
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State-of-the-art CBIR systems apply a variety of different distance functions to measure similarity of digital
images. Different feature types require different distance functions. Consider for example the Jenson Shannon Divergence (JSD) and the well-known Euclidean distance as presented in Section 2.2. The JSD distance function is specialized to histogramm features while the Euclidean distance is an appropiate distance
measure for full images. Besides different application scopes most distance functions differ significant in
computational complexity. Consider again the Euclidean distance and the Image Distortion Model (IDM).
Both distance functions are applicable to full images but the Euclidean distance is computationally far less
demanding than the IDM distance function which yields better retrieval results. This is especially true in
the domain of medical image retrieval on X-Ray images since most X-Ray images are taken from similiar
positions, angels and depicting the same body parts which in general differ only minimal between humans.
Hence it seems to be a good idea to discard the Euclidean distance completely and to measure the similarity
between images always by IDM. Due to the high computational cost of the IDM distance function the necessary distance calculations in the CBIR system need a lot of computing time especially for large databases.
Although this approach leads to good results, the time between formulating a query and the presentation of
the retrieval result takes too long to be of use in medical routine.
One possible solution to this problem is one of the key ideas of filtered retrieval. In filtered retrieval computationally less demanding distance functions are used as filters to computationally more costly distance
functions. Consider again the Euclidean distance function and the IDM distance function. If applied to
scaled down versions of the original images, the Euclidean distance will normally yield worse results than
the IDM. But, we can use the results by the Euclidean distance function to limit the amount of images
on which a distance measurement should be performed by the IDM distance function. Using the results
obtained from the Euclidean distance as a general tendency for similarity, IDM distance calculations can be
skipped for most database images while hardly degrading the retrieval result. In addition, it is possible to
achieve a considerable boost in speed of the whole CBIR system in comparision to the usage of IDM only.
Our example is of course limited in the sense of the amount of used features. In CBIR systems like FIRE
different kinds of features are usually combined to achieve a good retrieval result for the given task. Experimental results show that some features are more important than others. Color histogramms often incorporate
characteristic color distributions to certain image classes. Consider for example pictures of horses standing
on a green meadow and images of mountains. Color histogramms of the images displaying horses will show
high values at bins representing colors belonging to the spectrum of green colors while color histograms of
images displaying mountains will show zero or small values for these bins.
In many cases features that provide many relevant informations like color histograms can be compared
by computationally less expensive distance measures such as JSD or the Euclidean distance. Hence features providing many relevant informations to the task can be used as filters to features that provide less
information and are more suitable to distingish similar images belonging to different classes.

3.1 Implementation

3.1
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Implementation

Unlike the integration of new feature types into FIRE, the implementation of filtered retrieval requires
changes to the CBIR core engine itself. Our implementation consists of two steps. First implement the
necessary changes to the distance calculation routines of FIRE’s retriever class and second connect the new
filtered retrieval functionality to FIRE’s command line interface and communication protocol.
In normal retrieval FIRE calculates the distance between the query image Q and a given image X contained
in the database as the sum over all individual feature distances as stated in Equation (1). The order of
summation is determined by the order of which the individual features have been listed in the filelist. In
filtered retrieval the order in which feature distances are placed in the summation is crucial scince later steps
in the filtered retrieval are influenced by earlier steps. In addition, the order of summation in filtered retrieval
and the order of specification in the filelist need not to be consistent. Therefore it has been necessary to
change the summation from summing up over all given features to summing up over the individual filter
steps j. In each filter step j a set of images has to be calculated that satisfy the conditons of the filter
step j. One of the key ideas to filtered retrieval is to reduce the cardinality of these sets filter step by filter
step. Hence a mechanism to limit the size of these sets is needed. The most promising approach to solve
this problem has been to use the calculated similarity scores as stated in Equation (3) and to choose the
nj best images with regard to the score, i.e. the nj images with the highest scores, as those images still to
be considered similar for calculations in the (j + 1)-th filtering step. To clarify notation we define a filter
sequence as follows.
Definition 3.1
Let M be the number of features extracted from the images, and let the features be sorted such that feature
Tm is considered before Tm+1 (1 ≤ m ≤ M ).
Then a filter sequence of length M is a vector F = (n1 , . . . , nj , . . . , nM −1 ) where nj is the number of
images that are considered in the j + 1-th filter step, i.e. for the j + 1-th filter step only the best nj images
from the previous step is considered.
In contrast to normal retrieval, where the similarity score is computed only once, here scoring has to be
done after every filter step.
Definition 3.2
Let Q = {Q1 , . . . , QM } and X = {X1 , . . . , XM } be images represented by the features Q1 , . . . , QM
and X1 , . . . , XM respectively. Further let S j (Q, X) be the similarity score of these two images regarding
feature j.
n
Then the set of still-to-be-considered images is defined as the set of score and image tupels fj j (Q) after
filter step j as follows:
n

fj j (Q) = { (S j (Q, X), X) | S j (Q, X) ∈ topnj { S j (X, Q) | X ∈ database}}
Where topnj of a set SET of numerical values with a total order ≤SET is defined as the set
topnj SET = { s ∈ SET | there exist at most nj − 1 values k ∈ SET with s ≤SET k}
n

In the FIRE framework, the database indices of the images are stored in the sets fj j (Q) instead of the
images themselves to reduce memory requirements. To be able to achieve a modular structure of filtered
n
retrieval within the FIRE framework, the computation of scores and the computation of the sets fj j (Q)
has been implemented using the two methods getScores and getBest.
FIRE’s scoring function (Equation 3) requires that all individual feature distances dm (Q, X) have been
computed beforehand. This requirement is not fullfilled in filtered retrieval since some distances are not
yet calculated. Therefore it is necessary to set those distance values to relatively high values indicating low
similarity. Since all distance values of individual features are normalized over the whole database to the
range of real numbers between zero and one in FIRE, it must be assured that all distance values are set to
the very same value which will be normalized to one. The value of 100 has been chosen for this purpose.
Therefore the following equation holds for all images X contained in the database and for all features Xi
not considered during in the filter sequence.
di (Q, X) = 1

6
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n

In this way, it is assured that the sets fj j (Q), 1 ≤ j ≤ M are well-defined.
n
The sets fj j (Q), 1 ≤ j ≤ M , still represent only local results of a single filter step. As already mentioned
before, consecutive filter steps are connected in the sense that the result of a filter step j defines the set
of images for which distances have to be computed in filter step j + 1. The database is thereby partioned
into the set of images for which distances have to be calculated in the next filter step and the set of images
for which no distances have to be computed. To represent this in the general distance function d (Q, X),
boolean decision functions fj (Q), 0 ≤ j ≤ M are used.
Definition 3.3
n
Let Q be the query image, X be an image contained in the database and let the sets fj j (Q) be defined as
in Definition 3.2.
The boolean decision functions fj (Q, X), 1 ≤ j ≤ M , are definied as follows:
f1 (Q, X)

=

fj>1 (Q, X)

=

1


1:X∈
0:



n

j−1
Y | (sY , Y ) ∈ fj−1
(Q)
otherwise

In contrast to the solution of not yet calculated values in the context of scoring, it is not possible to set the
distance values for these images to a common, fixed value. Some distance functions for example return
only values in the range of zero to one while others return values in different value ranges. This implies
that the default value for not yet calculated distance values must be specific to the used distance function.
Consider filter step j and using the distance function dj (Qj , Xj ) for images with fj (Q, X) = 1. Images
Y with fj (Q, Y ) = 0 have been ruled out in one of the preceeding filter steps indicating that their tendency
of being similar to the query images has not been great enough to meet filter requirements. Hence it can
be assumed that the distance values dj (Qj , Yj ) of such images Y would have been even worse than the
maximum distance value computed for images X with fj (Q, X) = 1. Therefore the default distance
value for images Y must be greater than the maximum of the computed distance values but not too large.
Otherwise the scores of images X with fj (Q, X) = 1 would be distorted because the corresponding
distances would be too small in comparsion to the default value. This mismatch would lead to values near
zero for the computed distance values but the maximum due to the normalization of the distance functions.
Here, a factor of 1.2 is applied to the maximum of computed distance values as the default value for the
distance of images Y satisfying fj (Q, Y ) = 0.
Now we can state the global distance function d (Q, X) measuring the distance between a query image and
an image X contained in the database as follows:
d (Q, X)

=

M
X

ωj · fj (Q, X) · dj (Qj , Xj )

j=1

+ ωj · (1 − fj (Q, X)) · 1.2 · max{dj (Qj , Yj ) | Y ∈ database}

(4)

In contrast to the general distance function, the scoring function (3) used by FIRE remains unchanged.
Next to enabling FIRE’s retriever class for filtered retrieval, the new functionality had to be connected to
FIRE’s command line interface and network communcation protocol. It is clear that the values nj , 1 ≤ j ≤
M cannot be calculated automatically by FIRE. Therefore these values and the filter sequence F itself must
be specified by the user either using FIRE’s command line interface at start up or network protocol at run
time. Thus FIRE’s command line interface and network protocol had to be extended. The extensions are
presented in detail in Appendices D.1 and D.2.
The key to the implementation of filtered retrieval is of course the choice of the data structure to represent a
filter sequence in FIRE’s retriever class. We choose to represent a filter sequence F by a vector of pairs of
feature type index m and the amount of best wanted images nm according to Definition 3.1 in support of a
straight forward implementation of filtered retrieval as presented in this section. The new datastructure has
been added as a member variable to FIRE’s retriever class.

3.2

Discussion

The implementation of filtered retrieval has been done in a modular way splitting the three key operations of
calculating individual feature distances, calculating scores at every filter step and choosing the best images
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according to score into the methods getDistances, getScores, and getBest. This allows for easy
changes to the scoring or the way the set of best images are chosen at a filter step.
Since the actual order of used features as well as the amount of best images according to score are chosen
by the user, filtered retrieval requieres deep knowledge about the used database and features. Otherwise
filtered retrieval will lead to considerable degradation of the retrieval result because ”bad” features have
been chosen as filters. Examples of this effect are presented in the Section 7. Conversely, it is also possible
to improve the retrieval result by single filter sequences because poorly chosen features in the general set
of features may have been omitted. In most cases the settings for filtered retrieval can be fixed beforehand
by an expert in the field of CBIR or pattern recognition. If the filter sequence is chosen in a reasonable
way the retrieval performance of the same CBIR system with and without filtered retrieval will remain
approximately the same.
Due to the reduced amount of real distance calculations, filtered retrieval provides a great improvement in
time needed to process a query image.

4

Dynamic Feature Loading

In order to compute distances between images and even to able to compute distances between individual
features Qm to Xm FIRE needs to load the feature information into the RAM of the machine. This has
to be done at least once for all features and images in the given database. Consider now a large database
consisting of several million images. FIRE will allocate several gigabyte of RAM and keep it allocated
until shutdown. In the context of normal retrieval, i.e. no filtered retrieval is applied, discarding feature
information after calculating the individual distances leads to no improvements in memory requirements
for the retrieval itself because all features must be loaded again for all images in the database if a new query
image is presented to the system. Thus neither the overall memory requirements nor the peak memory
usage of FIRE can be reduced during retrieval. Furthermore the image retrieval process would be slowed
down due to additional loading operations.
In the context of filtered retrieval such an approach leads to an overall reduction of memory usage and
to a reduction of the peak memory usage because reasonable filtering settings incorporate a decreasing
number of considered images per filter step. Therefore considerably less feature information has to be kept
in memory but the benefit of accessing the feature data on the hard disk in only a sequental way is lost.

4.1

Implementation

The implementation of dynamic feature loading in FIRE consists of three steps. First, design a suitable
new file format to store features on the harddisk while providing easy random access to the files. Second,
integrate dynamic feature loading into the retrieval process while pushing the key functionality as far as
possible into FIRE’s database class. Third, connect dynamic feature loading with the implementation of
filtered retrieval to ensure that dynamic feature loading is applied only if filtered retrieval is performed.
In the design of the new file format to store features on the harddisk we had to cope with different feature
types. Consider for example color histograms and appearance-based features. These features differ not only
in the stored feature data but in the datatype leading to completely different file structures. To takle this
problem, a most general approach has been chosen and the new file format has been designed as a container
type. The requirement of easy and fast random access to specific feature information Xi of an image X
made the concept of storing feature information in a single file per image inappropiate because random
access would have been too expensive. Therefore all features of the same type, e.g. all color histograms,
are stored for all images in a database in one single file. Furthermore these files are binary in order to
provide easy random access to the feature information stored by exploiting the possibility of file pointer
seeking. Due to the binary file encoding additional information had to be stored in the file header. Next
to the information what kind of feature is stored in a largebinaryfeaturefile, the header must
provide information on how many bytes one feature requires in the largebinaryfeaturefile, what
is the maximum size of an image filename and how many features are stored in total. Using the size of
a feature in bytes it is an easy and efficent task to seek from the feature information of an image I to the
stored information of an image J.
This new file format is called largebinaryfeaturefile. An overview of the general structure of a largebinaryfeaturefile is given in Appendix A. Besides the binary encoding and the header of largebinaryfeaturefiles the concept is comparable to the largefeaturefile file format developed earlier for
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the FIRE framework. In contrast to the largefeaturefile file format largebinaryfeaturefiles cannot be compressed because otherwise the benefit of fast random access on the largebinaryfeaturefiles would have been lost.
It is in general not possible to create a general reading and writing method for largebinaryfeaturefiles as far as the feature information is concerned itself. Reading and writing the largebinaryfeaturefiles header as well as file operations as creating, opening, closing and seeking to the individual feature information of a given image can be tackled in a general way because these operation are
only concerned with the container structure and not with the actual feature information. Hence all general
operations related to the container structure itself have been wraped up in a single class called largebinaryfeaturefile.
In FIRE every featuretype is implemented as a single class derived of the basefeature class. To be able to
read and write feature information stored in a largebinaryfeaturefile, methods readBinary,
and writeBinary have been implemented for histogram and sparse-histogram type features, apperancebased, vector and binary feature types. Further feature types can be enabled for the use of largebinaryfeaturefiles and dynamic feature loading by implementing these two methods and a third method
called calcBinarySize used to calculate the size of a feature in bytes as needed by the largebinaryfeaturefiles header. Since it is not possible to apply data compression to largebinaryfeaturefiles, the file sizes of largebinaryfeaturefiles especially for large database have
been reduced as far as possible by discarding all additional information given in FIRE’s feature file format
as well as in the largefeaturefile format that are used for consistency checks. File corruptions will hence
only be detected in the database itself and not already at feature level.
Using the feature specific methods readBinary and writeBinary it is possible to read and write individual feature information. To be able to create largebinaryfeature files for different databases and different
features in an easy and generic way, a newly created tool db2lbff capable of converting a given database
and a given set of features specified in a FIRE filelist feature-wise into largebinaryfeaturefiles
has been used. An overview of the functionality and command line parameters of db2lbff is given in
Appendix C.
Next to the creation of the new file format and extending FIRE by means of accessing and manipulating
largebinaryfeature files, dynamic feature loading had to be integrated into FIRE’s retrieval process. First
FIRE’s database class had to be extended by a new member variable of type vector managing pointers to
the used largebinaryfeaturefiles. To be able to load a database with features stored in largebinaryfeaturefiles from a filelist, FIRE’s filelist definition had to be extended by the new keyword
largebinaryfeaturefiles yes/no. The initial database loading method had to be adapted accordingly. By these changes, the concept of largebinaryfeaturefiles has been seperated from
dynamic feature loading in FIRE because largebinaryfeaturefiles can now also be used in the
context of normal retrieval.
The concept of dynamic feature loading requires FIRE’s database class to provide methods by which
features for specific images in the database can be loaded from a largebinaryfeature and methods by
which feature information stored in the database can be discarded for specific images only. Since dynamic feature loading is only performed in the context of filtered retrieval, the dynamic loading method,
loadFromLBFF, and dynamic discarding method, removeFeatureInformation, of the database
need only to operate on the set of still considered images in the current filter step. While the removal of
feature information from the database consists only of the deletion of the specific feature object followed
by the construction of an empty feature object of the same type, the dynamic loading method has to perform
random access on the corresponding largebinaryfeaturefile. The read file pointer of the corresponding largebinaryfeaturefile has to be set to the beginning of the feature information entry
of the currently considered image. Therefore the correct position of this feature information entry has to
be computed. Since the images in the database and the feature information stored in the largebinaryfeaturefile are ordered in the same way and both orders are based at zero, it is possible to multiply
the size of a feature information in bytes as it is stored in the header of the corresponding largebinaryfeaturefile and the database index of an image to get the right binary position for the read pointer of
the file.
Now dynamic feature loading can be integrated into filtered retrieval. In Section 3.1 it has been shown how
filtered retrieval can be implemented. In dynamic feature loading, the features Xj of the j-th filtering step
nj−1
are only being loaded for images contained in the ordered set {fj−1
(Q)} where X is contained in the
nj−1
database. Here fj−1 (Q) is the scorewise ordered result of the j-1-th filtering step, i.e those image still to

4.2 Discussion

be considered and their corresponding scores. In order to reduce memory requirements as far as possible,
feature information is discarded as early as possible when the feature information is not needed for computation anymore. As mentioned in Section 3.1, filtered retrieval is divided into three methods providing
distance calculation, scoring and adaptation of the set of images that still need to be considered as being
similar to the query image. The feature information itself is only needed for distance calculations. Therefore
the feature information can be discarded right after all distances have been calculated in the given filtering
step but before the set of images that still need to be considered is updated. If the feature information would
be discarded after the set adaptation then the feature information of images depreciated in the set adaptation
would remain loaded.
Finally, it has to be ensured that dynamic feature loading is only applied if filtered retrieval is applied, too.
This restriction has been implemented by an additional boolean flag in FIRE’s retriever class that defaults
to FALSE and can only be set to TRUE if the boolean flag of filtered retrieval has been set to TRUE beforehand. The parsing of FIRE’s command line has been altered to ensure that the filtered retrieval settings are
parsed before the setting of dynamic feature loading are parsed.

4.2

Discussion

Dynamic feature loading calls for an efficient feature file structure providing fast random access. Hence
largebinaryfeature files support efficient file pointer seeking. The need for such an efficient access pattern
leads to an increased size of the feature files on the harddisk because file compression cannot be used. If data
compression would be applied to largebinaryfeaturefiles the benefit of the simple structure’s fast
file I/O would be lost. Therefore memory requirements are shifted from the still expensiv RAM to the less
expensive background storage.
The great benefit of dynamic feature loading lies with the fact that at all time only such feature information
is stored in memory that is really required in the current filter step. All unnecessary feature information is
discarded as early as possible in the retrieval process. This leads to an overall reduction in memory usage
and peak memory usage in the context of filtered retrieval. As already pointed out, dynamic feature loading
unfortunately does not lead to a reduction of memory requirements at all in the context of normal retrieval
but to an increased retrieval time due to additional loading and discarding actions.

5

Distributed CBIR

Although techniques like partial feature loading provide means of reducing memory requirements in CBIR
the maximum size of a database usable in a CBIR system is still limited. In distributed CBIR large databases
are split into several subdatabases that can be treated by single CBIR systems using the same features,
distance functions and weightening, subsumed as retrieval settings. The local retrieval results on the subdatabases can be combined into a retrieval result for the complete database.

5.1

Implementation

FIRE consists of a server and client. The implementation of distributed CBIR introduces a new component to FIRE. This is a proxy server hiding that more than one server is used from the client. The proxy
server has been implemented using the scripting language Python2 in order to keep the implementation as
compact as possible. The proxy server is based on the standard TCPServer, StreamRequestHandler and
Logging modules included in Python version 2.4 and above.
The proxyserver communicates with the array of servers by network sockets using a socket for each server.
To be able to hide the usage of more than one server from the client, it has been necessary to reimplement
FIRE’s line-based network protocol. FIRE’s network protocoll subdivides into four parts. These are commands regarding general information, settings, retrieval and server control.
Commands regarding general information as info have to be sent to only one server since distributed CBIR
demands that all servers use the same settings and differ only in the used database. The server’s answer is
then sent directly to the client. Other general information commands as filelist returning a complete
database listing and random returning a random sample of the database of fixed size require forwarding to
the complete array of servers and postprocessing by the proxyserver. In case of the filelist command
2 http://www.python.org
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Figure 2: Structure of distributed CBIR using FIRE
the returned filelists by the individual servers have to be joined before sending the list to the client while
in case of the random command the proxyserver itself has to generate a random sample from all random
image sets returned by the array of servers.
Since all servers must use the very same retrieval settings all commands related to the retrieval server
settings like for example setresults, setweight and setdist need to be checked with regard to
consistency, i.e. all servers in the array of retrieval servers have adopted the same setting, by the proxyserver
before sending the global settings acknowledgement to the client.
In the context of retrieval commands like for example retrieve, expand and metaretrieve every
server will return the x-th best images and there corresponding scores if each server is set to returning
exactly x results. Since the client expects x results the proxyserver merges the set of individual retrieval
results and chooses the x images with the highest scores. These images are ordered by score and send to
the client.
Commands regarding server control as bye, quit and password are forwarded to all servers. If the
quit command is issued by the client and the authorization by password is correct the array of servers and
the proxyserver shut down. In addition to the commands specified in FIRE’s network protocol the proxyserver provides the proxyserver only command quitproxy. If quitproxy is issued by the client the
proxyserver will disconnect from the array of servers and shut down.

5.2

Discussion

Distributed CBIR allows for CBIR on databases that due to their size cannot be treated on a single machine.
Since each local CBIR system performs CBIR only on a subdatabase the similarity scores of images contained in the subdatabase to the given query image are normalized over the local subdatabases. Therefore
the similartiy scores of different local CBIR systems for different subdatabases are incomparable and further
errors may be introduced when the local retrieval results are combined in order to obtain a retrieval results
incorporating the complete database. The compilation of the subdatabases is hence crucial to minimizing
the differnence to the retrieval result of a CBIR system running on the complete database.
Due to the general problem of uncomparable similartiy scores of local CBIR systems and the still growing memory capacities of modern machines the concept of distributed CBIR can only be used to obtain a
general tendency on the performance of a CBIR system on a given large database.

6

Databases

Four databases have been used to experimently evaluate the methods filtered retrieval and dynamic feature
loading discussed in this work. The databases containing non-medical image data are presented first.

6.1 WANG
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Figure 3: One example image for each of the 10 classes of the WANG database

6.1

WANG

The WANG database was created by the group of professor Wang from the Pensylvania State University. It
consists of 1000 images subdividing into 10 classes of 100 images each. The classes represent a great range
of topics from images of monuments, flowers to drawings of dinosaurs. Hence it is almost sure that a user
wants to find other images from the class that was requested. In Figure 3 an image of each class is depicted.
All images are of size 384 × 256 or 256 × 384 pixels.
The availability of the classification of each image allows for easy evaluation of retrieval results. Due
to the small size of the database the WANG database was used extensivley for testing different approaches
to filtered retrieval and dynamical feature loading.
The WANG database is available for public download3 .

6.2

IAPR TC-12

The IAPR TC-12 Benchmark contains 20,000 photos taken from locations around the world and comprises
a varying cross-section of still natural images. Figure 4 illustrates a number of sample images from a
selection of categories. The majority of images have been provided by viventura4 , an independent travel
company that organizes adventure and language trips to South-America. Travel guides accompany the
tourists and maintain a daily online diary including photographs of trips made and general pictures of each
location including accommodation, facilities and ongoing social projects. The collection contains many
different images of similar visual content, but varying illumination, viewing angle and background. This
makes it a challenge for the successful application of visual analysis techniques.
In the ImageCLEF 2006 adhoc visual retrieval sub-task the IAPR TC-12 image collection has been
divided into 30 different topics. For each topic a query consisting of three relevant images is provided.
The performance of a CBIR system using the IAPR TC-12 image collection is measured using mean
average precision. A more detailied presentation of the IAPR TC-12 image collection and the results
of the adhoc image retrieval task of ImageCLEF 2006 are presented in [Grubinger & Clough+ 06] and
[Clough & Grubinger+ 06].

6.3

IRMA

The IRMA (Image Retrieval in Medical Applications) project5 is a joint project of the Human Language and
Pattern Recognition Group (i6), the Department of Medical Informatics and the Department of Diagnostic
Radiology at RWTH University Aachen. In ImageCLEF 2005 the database has been used in the automatic
medical annotation task and has been provided by the IRMA project. The database consists of 9000 training
images subdividing into 57 classes of at least 10 images each and 1000 test images without class information. The images have been choosen at random from a larger database which has been collected arbitrarily
from the daily routine at the Department of Diagnostic Radiology. The annontation of the images was done
by medical professionals.
All images are encoded using 256 gray values. Because of the daily routine at RWTH University hospital
3 http://wang.ist.psu.edu/
4 http://www.viventura.de
5 http://www.irma-project.org/
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Figure 4: Sample images from the IAPR TC-12 collection.

the classes are unevenly distributed. A more exhaustive presentation of the IRMA database for ImageCLEF
2005 is given in [Clough & Mueller+ 05]. In Figure 5 an image of each class is depicted.

6.4

ImageCLEF 2006 Medical

For ImageCLEF 2005 and 2006 a database containing four distinct sets of images was used for the adhoc
medical image retrieval task. The Casimage6 dataset was made available to participants
[Müller & Rosset+ 04], containing almost 9,000 images of 2,000 cases [Rosset & Müller+ 04]. Images
present in Casimage include mostly radiology modalities, but also photographs, PowerPointTM slides and illustrations. Additionally the PEIR7 (Pathology Education Instructional Resource) database, mainly Pathology images [Candler & Uijtdehaage+ 03]) has been used. This dataset contains over 33,000 images. The
nuclear medicine database of MIR, the Mallinkrodt Institute of Radiology8 [Wallis & Miller+ 95] , was
also made available for ImageCLEFmed. This dataset contains over 2,000 images mainly from nuclear
medicine. Finally, the PathoPic9 collection (Pathology images [Glatz-Krieger & Glatz+ 03]) was included
into the provided dataset. It contains 9,000 images.
As such, the database for the adhoc medical image retrieval task consists of more than 50,000 images originating from different aspects of medical diagnostics.
Similar to the IAPR TC-12 database presented in Section 6.2 no class information is given. Therefore experiments have been performed using relevance feedback and comparsions of experiments have been based
on mean averarge precision of the retrieval process in addition to time and memory measurements.
More detailed information on the database and results of the ImageCLEF adhoc medical image task can be
found in [Clough & Mueller+ 05] for ImageCLEF 2005 and respectivley in [Müller & Deselaers+ 06] for
ImageCLEF 2006.
Example images of every subdatabase are depicted in Figure 6.

6 http://www.casimage.com/
7 http://peir.path.uab.edu/
8 http://gamma.wustl.edu/home.html
9 http://alf3.urz.unibas.ch/pathopic/intro.htm
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Figure 5: One example image per class of the IRMA database
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Figure 6: Example Images of the ImageCLEF 2006 Medical Image Collection

7

Results

The main goal in applying filtered retrieval and partial loading to CBIR is the reduction of overall runtime
and memory usage while keeping approximately equal retrieval performance. Hence for all experiments
where class information is available errorrates are stated and if no class information is available the mean
average precision is provided.
Mean average precision (MAP) To evaluate CBIR systems, several performance measures have been
proposed [Müller & Müller+ 01] based on precision P and recall R.
P =

number of relevant images retrieved
number of images retrieved

R=

number of relevant images retrieved
number of relevant images

The mean average precision is the mean of the average precision scores of all queries. The average precision
AvP (q) of a single query q is the mean over the precision scores after each retrieved relevant image.
AvP (q) =

NR
1 X
Pq (Rn ),
NR n = 1

where Rn is the recall after the n-th relevant image has been retrieved. NR is the total number of relevant
documents for the given query. The mean average precision M AP is the mean of the average precision
scores over all queries:
1 X
M AP =
AvP (q),
|Q|
q∈Q

where Q is the set of queries q.

7.1 Wang Database

The mean average precision is an important measure for all kinds of retrieval tasks and has been used in
ImageCLEF. Since no class information is available for the IAPR TC-12 image collection and the database
used in the the ImageCLEF 2006 medical retrieval task, MAP is used to compare results.
All experiments have been performed on an AMD AthlonTM 2200+ (1800.5 MHz) 32 Bit machine
with a total memory capacity of 3 GB running Linux 2.6.12.6-amd OS using the OpenSource gridengine
Gridengine10 by Sun Microsystems at version 6.0u3. The gridengine provides additional information
like total used cpu and wallclock time and peak memory usage for every experiment run using the gridengine.
The experimental results of this research project are subsumed in tables 1, 2, 3, and 4. An asterisk
marks a feature that has been used in the reference run. Features marked by − have not been used. An
enumeration number represents the position of this feature in the filter sequence while the number enclosed
in paranthesis is the number of best images used in the next filter step.

7.1

Wang Database

In the performed experiments, all features have been weighted equally by a factor of one. Three different
experiments have been performed. Since the Wang corpus consists of 1000 images only, it is difficult to
estimate class probabilities reliable. Reducing the actual amount of performed distance calculations, and
hence scoring, easily leads to an increased number of false positives. Due to the small size of the database
this effect is more dramatic than for large databases. Thus, it had to be expected that filtered retrieval
settings would strongly influence retrieval performance.
Experimental results show that filtered retrieval can as well increase as decrease retrieval perfomance. The
filtered retrieval setting of run 021Filt have intentionally been chosen such that the errorrate would be
increased. While run 01Filt has been expected to yield better results than the baseline, the achieved
errorate of 11.9% of run 02134Filt demonstrates that already the straight forward application of filtered
retrieval to the reference run can improve the retrieval performance.
In terms of runtime, all experiments achieve a speed up by a factor of 5 to 7.5. The high difference in
runtime achievements is due to the small size of the Wang database. In contrast to the other presented
corpora, the Wang database consists of 1000 images only.
Due to the small size of the database, the gain in memory usage by applying partial loading has been
expected to be low. All experiments using partial loading yield a memory reduction by a factor of 1.5. The
experimental results show that 56 MegaByte peak memory usage is the minimum memory requirement for
the given features sets on the given machine using FIRE. Experiments using partial loading show a increase
in runtime by a factor of 2 with regard to experiments using filtered retrieval only. The increase in runtime
has been expected because additional I/O operations have to be performed.
All experimental results on the Wang database are subsumed in Table 1.

7.2

IRMA Database

In constrast to the experiments performed on the Wang database, experimental results on the IRMA database
have shown that appearance-based features work best. Therefore experiments where performed using
appearance-based features only. Fixed size thumbnail features are measured using the Euclidean distance
and variable sized thumbnail features are measured using the IDM distance function. Previous results
by [Keysers & Gollan+ 04] have shown that the IDM distance function yields significantly better results
than the Euclidean distance on the IRMA corpus. Therefore the IDM distance function has been weighted 5
to 1. In addition, the Euclidean distance function is computationally less demanding than the IDM distance
function. To speed up the retrieval process, the Euclidean distance has been used as a filter for the IDM
distance function. Hence the actual performed IDM distance calculations are reduced. Figure 7 indicates
that using Euclidean distance with fixed sized thumbnails yield a good preselection of images with regard
to class information. An increment of 0.2% in errorrate is observered in the experiment performed using the
most restrictive filtering setting of 1000 images. This increase corresponds to 2 images being wrongly classified more in comparision to the reference experiment. Note that the test set of the IRMA database consists
of 1000 images. Experiments Fil5000 and Fil3000 use the 5000 respectively 3000 best images with
10 http://gridengine.sunsource.net/
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Table 1: Results on the WANG database
filter only

01Filt

021Filt

02134Filt

01FiltPart

021FiltPart

02134FiltPart

1.(500)
3.
2.(200)
89.86
1:37
13.5

1.(500)
3.(100)
2.(200)
4.(50)
5.
89.87
2:02
11.9

1.(500)
2.
56.86
3:02
12.1

1.(500)
3.
2.(200)
56.87
3:08
13.5

1.(500)
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Figure 7: Time, peak Memory usage and Errorrate Results on the IRMA database
regard to the Euclidean distance for IDM distance calculation. Both experiments show a slight increase in
errorrate by 0.1%, i.e. one image has been wrongly classified more than in the reference experiment.
In terms of runtime the most restrictive filtering setting experiment yields a reduction by a factor of roughly
8.6 while expirement Fil5000 and Fil3000 achieve a speed up by a factor of 1.7 respectively 2.9. All
three experiments differ only in the number of IDM distance calculations. Hence the experimental results
show that the Euclidean distance works excellent as a filter for the IDM distance function on the IRMA
database.
Experimental results using partial loading show a slight increase in runtime. This increase has to be expected because additional I/O operations have to be performed. Using again the most restrictive filtering
setting of 1000 images, a decrease of the peek memory usage by 34% is achieved in comparision to the
reference experiment. Additionally, all experimental results using partial loading show a decrease of peak
memory usage in a range of 15% to 34%.
Although the experimental result using partial loading provide only little gain in peak memory usage in
comparision to the achieved improvements in runtime, filtered retrieval leads to a tremendous speed up in
the retrieval process using appearance-based features only. All experimental results on the IRMA database
are subsumed in Table 2.
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Table 2: Results on the IRMA database
filter only
reference

Filt5000

Filt3000

Filt1000

Filt5000Part

Filt3000Part

Filt1000Part

run
32 x 32 image feat.
X x 32 image feat.
peek memory usage in MB
used time in hhh:mm:ss
errorrate in %

partial loading

*
*
447.441
154:23:01
14.2

1.(5000)
2.
447.703
90:04:33
14.3

1.(3000)
2.
447.484
52:09:12
14.3

1.(1000)
2.
447.566
17:49:24
14.4

1.(5000)
2.
378.164
93:11:49
14.3

1.(3000)
2.
340.059
55:05:39
14.3

1.(1000)
2.
294.629
18:40:00
14.4

Table 3: Results on the IAPR TC-12 database
filter only

referenzAll

0178Fil

01234Fil

012345678Fil

0178FilPart

01234FilPart

012345678FilPart

run
32 x 32 image feat.
color hist.
global texture feat.
invariant feat. hist.
local region hist.
tamura hist.
pca 256 image hist.
pca 512 image hist.
pca 1024 image hist.
peek memory usage in GB
used time in hh:mm:ss
mean average precsision

partial loading

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
1.829
8:08:16
0.1384

1.(10000)
2.(5000)
3.(2000)
4.(1000)
1.830
7:33:25
0.1008

1.(10000)
2.(5000)
3.(2000)
4.(1000)
5.(500)
1.830
7:36:28
0.084

1.(15000)
2.(10000)
3.(8000)
4.(6000)
5.(5000)
6.(4000)
7.(3000)
8.(2000)
9.(1000)
1.830
7:24:03
0.1302

1.(10000)
2.(5000)
3.(2000)
4.(1000)
0.9836
7:41:25
0.1008

1.(10000)
2.(5000)
3.(2000)
4.(1000)
5.(500)
0.5943
7:30:30
0.084

1.(15000)
2.(10000)
3.(8000)
4.(6000)
5.(5000)
6.(4000)
7.(3000)
8.(2000)
9.(1000)
0.6243
7:23:22
0.1302

All currently available features on the IAPR TC-12 database have been used in the reference experiment
yielding a total runtime of about eight hours, MAP of 0.1384 and a peek memory usage of 1.8 GB. Feature
selection in experiments 0178Fil and 01234Fil lead to a decrease in MAP. This decrease has been
expected because features and filter settings have been chosen to show effects of both onto retrieval performance. Experiment 012345678Fil is a filtered retrieval version of the reference experiment. Hence it
has been expected that the MAP of experiment 012345678Fil differs only marginal from the reference
result. In contrast to the experiments performed on the Wang database, it has not been possible to obtain
better retrieval performance than the performance of the reference experiment using filtered retrieval and
the chosen filter settings. An increase in retrieval performance by filtered retrieval can be achieved by appropiate filter settings on the IAPR TC-12 database.
In terms of runtime, filtered retrieval yields only a marginal reduction with regard to the reference experiment. In contrast to the experiments performed on the Wang and IRMA databases, no class information
is avaible for the IAPR TC-12 database. The runtime of all experiments performed on the IAPR TC-12 is
dominated by the calculation of the MAP score. This calculation is not being affected by filtered retrieval.
Hence no or only marginal runtime improvement by applying filtered retrieval had to be expected.
In contrast to runtime, memory usage is independent from the calculation of the MAP score. All three
experiments performed using filtered retrieval and partial loading show memory reduction by a factor in
range of about two to three. Experiment 012345678FilPart achieves a MAP of 0.1302 in contrast to
0.1384 of the reference experiment but using only a third of the reference’s peak memory usage.
All experimental results on the IAPR TC-12 database are subsumed in Table 3.
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Table 4: Results on the ImageCLEF 2006 medical database
filter only

7.4

reference

FIL10

FIL01

FIL014

FIL10P

FIL01P

FIL014P

run
32 x 32 image feat.
color hist.
32 x 32 image feat.
peek memory usage in GB
used time in hh:mm:ss
mean average precsision

partial loading

*
*
*
2.069
86:40:26
0.1470

2.(15000)
1.(30000)
2.070
86:25:33
0.0653

1.(30000)
2.(15000)
2.070
99:57:32
0.0746

1.(30000)
2.(15000)
3.
2.071
86:40:02
0.1024

2.(15000)
1.(30000)
0.4811
86:47:14
0.0653

1.(30000)
2.(15000)
0.5404
87:47:50
0.0746

1.(30000)
2.(15000)
3.
0.7995
88:54:40
0.1024

ImageCLEF 2006 Medical

All features have been weighted equally by a factor of one. The reference experiment took about 87 hours to
complete and achieved a MAP of 0.147 using 2.07 GB of memory. In contrast to the reference experiment,
gray value histogram, global texture feature, and the tamura histogram feature have not been used for the
other experiments.
All choosen filter settings and feature selections lead to a significant decrease in MAP. Results on the
Wang, IRMA and IAPR TC-12 indicate that this decrease is due to poor choice of filter settings and feature
selection. In terms of runtime, experiments FIL10 and FIL014 show only a marginal improvement. This
result had to be expected because the runtime of all experiments is dominated by the calculation of the MAP
score. The runtime of experiment FIL01 is abnormally increased. A comparision of the actual used CPU
time of experiment FIL01 to the other performed experiments and the runtime of experiment FIL01P
indicate that the increase is not due to filtered retrieval. An external bias in form of a local computing job
on the used machine during the time measurement is responsible for the runtime increase in experiment
FIL10. Unfortunately there has been no time to rerun experiment FIL01P.
All experiments utilizing partial loading show a decrease in peak memory usage by of 61% to 76% in
comparision to the reference experiment. Experiment FIL014P yields a MAP of 0.1024 in comparision to
the reference result of 0.1470. In contrast to the reference experiment, experiment FIL014P uses only less
than the half of the peek memory usage of the reference experiment.
All experimental results on the ImageCLEF 2006 medical database are subsumed in Table 4.
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Conclusion

In the course of this research project two new concepts to reduce time and memory requirements have been
implemented. Additionally, distributed CBIR has been implemented. Filtered retrieval provides means of
reducing time requirements in CBIR. Results on four different databases, as presented in Section 7, show
that filtered retrieval is best applied to tasks where class information is available. Using filtered retrieval in
tasks with available class information, a reduction in time requirements by up to a factor of 8.6 has been
achieved. Without available class information the overall time requirement is dominated by the calculation
of the MAP score. The experiments show that the choice of the filter settings is crucial to retrieval performance as well as the reduction in time requirement.
A new feature file format has been implemented as well as tools to convert given features in FIRE to the new
file format. Using partial loading, it has been possible to reduce RAM requirements in all performed experiments by up to a third of the inital memory requirement without hardly decreasing retrieval performance.
In general partial loading leads to a slight increase in time requirement due to additional I/O operations.
Since partial loading can only be applied in context of filtered retrieval, the choice of filter settings is curcial to partial loading, too. Results on the Wang database and the IAPR TC-12 database show that the gain
in memory requirement is proportional to the database size. Hence partial loading is best applied to large
databases.
Due to the omnipresent cameras and medical imaging techniques, the size of databases used in CBIR will
increase. Filtered retrieval and partial loading provide means of using large scale databases for CBIR in
real-time applications. A perspective in research into filtered retrieval is the question if it is possible to
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automatically generate filter settings minimizing decrease of retrieval performance while maximizing time
requirement reduction. Nethertheless, further research in filtered retrieval and partial loading is not expected
as long as CPU and memory developement follow Moore’s Law.
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B FIRE Proxyserver

A

Largebinaryfeaturefile format

A largebinaryfeeature file is composed of a header and a body. We present each part of header and body
in a single line to ensure readability. There are of course no newline symbols or binary encoded newline
symbols present in a largebinaryfeaturefile. The very same applies to the symbols < and >.
The header incorporates the following informations on the stored feature type.
FIRE_largebinaryfeaturefile
<suffixtype>
[Type
<maximum length of an image file name>
[Type long
<number of saved features>
[Type long
<feature size of a single feature in bytes>
[Type
<features differ in size?>

[Type CHAR[28]]
unsigned INTEGER]
unsigned INTEGER]
unsigned INTEGER]
unsigned INTEGER]
[Type BOOL]

The first part of the header FIRE_largebinaryfeaturefile is a magic number indicating that this
file is a largebinaryfeature file. Next, the header contains the encoded suffixtype, i.e. what kind of feature
is stored in the given largebinaryfeature file. The encoding of the the suffixtype must match FIRE’s internal
integer encoding of feature types. Since largebinaryfeaturefiles are binary encoded files it is
neccessary to ensure that all image filenames have the same size in characters. Otherwise it would not be
possible to read largebinaryfeaturefiles in a consistend way. Therefore the maximum size of an
image filename is stored in the header. If the real filename size is less than this maximum filename size, the
filename must be padded out using semicolons up to the maximum filename size. Next, the amount of saved
features in the given largebinaryfeature file is stored in the header. This information can be used for efficient
access to the feature information stored in the given largebinaryfeaturefile. Additionally, the
header contains the size of the stored feature type in bytes including the maximum filename size. Finally,
the last byte of the header is a boolean flag indicating whether or not the stored features differ in size. If the
features differ in size then the features have been padded by zeros to a common size.
The remaining part of a largebinaryfeature file consists of the body. The structure of the body is given as
follows:
<image filename>
feature information
<image filename>
feature information
...

B

FIRE Proxyserver

options:
-h
-n <number>

-p <port>
-l
+l <logfile>
-s <retriever ip,port>

present a command line help to the user
specify with how many FIRE servers the proxy will interact;
the retrieval servers will announce themselves by connecting to
the FIRE proxyserver and declare the port at which they listen;
this option is mandatory if the -s option is not used;
if -n and -s options are used, -s has higher priority and
supersedes the settings by -n
set the port on which the FIRE proxyserver will listen to <port>
the default port is 12963
switch off the default logging to a logfile
change the default log file to the given <logfile>
specify a list of ip-addresses and ports at which FIRE retrieval
servers are running
format: ip,port ip,port ip,port etc.

In an environment in which is known how many FIRE servers will participiate in distributed CBIR but
not at which hosts the servers will run it is preferable to let the FIRE servers announce themselves to the
proxyserver. The -n option sets the FIRE proxyserver to waiting for server announcements. Suppose that ten
FIRE servers will participate in distributed CBIR. Then the FIRE proxyserver should be started as follows:
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python fireproxy.py -n 10
If the hosts and ports of the FIRE servers are known then it is preferable to start the proxyserver using this
information. To be able to do so, the proxyserver provides the -s option. After this option the user may
provide hosts and ports of the servers. In case a set of already running servers using the same settings should
be combined into a single distributed FIRE session, the -s option can be used, too. Assume that instances
of FIRE run on the hosts 192.168.0.1 on port 12960 and 129.123.0.15 on port 12968. Then the proxyserver
can be called as follows:
python fireproxy.py -s 192.168.0.1,12960 129.123.0.15,12968
It is also possible to use the host names instead of the corresponding ip-addresses.
The proxyserver runs on port 12963 as default setting. If this port is already in use the -p option allows to
change the port on which the proxyserver listens. Suppose the proxyserver should listen on port 40000 and
wait for ten FIRE servers to connect. Then the proxyserver is started as follows:
python fireproxy.py -n 10 -p 40000
The proxyserver logs information on global events to the console and more detailed information on events
to a logfile calles proxylog residing in the directory fireproxylogs in the directory at which the
proxyserver has been invoked by the user. The logs of new proxyserver sessions are appended to the file
proxylog by default.
This default behavior can be altered using the -l and +l commandline options. The -l option forces the proxyserver to log only to the console and not to an additional file. In case the user wants to use the proxyserver
without logging to a file and waiting for ten FIRE servers to connect, the command line invocation of the
proxyserver should be as follows:
python fireproxy.py -n 10 -l
Using the +l option it is possible to change the default logfile name and location. Suppose that all instances
of FIRE proxyserver should log to the very same file generallog at the path /log/ and one instance of
FIRE proxyserver should wait for ten FIRE servers to connect. Then FIRE proxyserver should be started as
follows:
python fireproxy.py -n 10 +l /log/generallog
The options -l and +l are mutually exclusive. If both options are present at invocation the option specified
last in the commandline will be used by the proxyserver.

C Database to Largebinaryfeaturefile Conversion Tool
options:
-h,--help

present an overview of the command line options avaible to db2lbff

-f <path>, --filelist <path>
open and process a filelist at <path>, create for every feature
<feat> present in the filelist a largebinaryfeaturefile <feat>.lbff and
store it at the location specified by the path variable in the filelist
if not specified differently by the -t option
-t <path>, --targetdirectory <path>
force db2lbff to store the new largebinaryfeaturefiles
at the location <path>
db2lbff is a conversion tool to create largebinaryfeaturefiles for all appearance-based, histogram, sparsehistogram, binary and vector features. It utilizes FIRE’s database functionality to load a given filelist. db2lbff
is capable of converting features given in FIRE’s standard feature file format and largefeature file format
into largebinaryfeaturefiles.
To be able to convert a given filelist list and to store the new largebinaryfeaturefiles at
/newlocation use db2lbff as follows:
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D Extensions to FIRE

db2lbff -f list -t /newlocation
If the new largebinaryfeaturefiles should be stored at the location indicated by the path variable
in the filelist list then use db2lbff as follows:
db2lbff -f list

D

Extensions to FIRE

D.1

Commandline Interface

In the course of this research project FIRE has been extended by several components as presented in Sections 3 to 5. Thus, FIRE’s set of command line parameters has been extended.
New command line options:
-P <proxy> <port>, --proxy <proxy> <port>
announce FIRE server location, i.e. host and port,
to the proxyserver running at host <proxy> and
port <port> after server initialization
-F <filtersequence>, --filter <filtersequence>
set the filter for filtered retrieval; the first distance
will be computed on the whole database and the
amount of amountToBeUsed best resulting images
is used for computing the second distance and so on.
these ’best’ result from a combined scoring
of all previous computations;
syntax:
distanceID:amountToBeUsed-distanceID:amount
example: 0:1000-3:500-2:20
-u <partialloading sequence>, --dontload <partialloading sequence>
only useable if also the -F/--filter option is used.
the first feature specified in the filtersequence
following -F/--filter will always be loaded at startup.
all features specified in the featureindexsequence
will not be loaded into memory except they are
present in the filtersequence. if so these features
are only loaded when needed during the
computation.
syntax: idx:idx:idx... the idx is zero based
-U, --defdontload
forces FIRE only to load the features specified in
the filter sequence at startup. during runtime there
will be no more feature loading. only usable if also
-F/--filter is used otherwise ignored.
To be able to use the proxyserver with set -n option, see appendix B, for distributed CBIR, it is necessary to
announce the location of the FIRE server to the proxyserver. This can be done using the new -P/--proxy
command line option. If you want to use FIRE using a database described in the filelist list, using standard
distance function for each feature type and the proxyserver at host mangan listening at port 12963 then
FIRE can be invoked as follows:
fire -f list -D -p mangan 12963
Suppose that the filelist list describes a database of 1000 images and seven different features. Consider now
that we want to use filtered retrieval and use the features with the numbers zero, three and five as filters for
the feature two. The remaining features should not be considered in the filtered retrieval at all. Additionally,

D.2 Network Protocol

the 500 best images according to feature zero should be used as filter for feature three. Next, the 300 best
images according to feature three should be used as filter for feature five and finally the best 100 images
according to feature five as filter for feature two. This leads to filter sequence 0:500-3:300-5:100-2:10 if
we assume that FIRE should present the ten images with the highest similarity score to the query image to
the client.
We suppose again that FIRE should use standard distance functions for each feature type and in contrast
to the preceeding example no proxyserver shall be used. Hence FIRE can be started using the following
command line:
fire -f list -D -F 0:500-3:300-5:100-2:10
The problem of above example is that all features are loaded into memory although only the features zero,
two, three and five are used for measureing similarity between a given query image and the images contained
in the database. To prevent the unnecessary loading of the features one and six we add the -U option to
FIRE’s invocation. The -U option forces FIRE only to load those images mentioned in the given filter
sequence following the -F/–filter option.
fire -f list -D -F 0:500-3:300-5:100-2:10 -U
Despite the usage of the -U option FIRE will allocate unnecessary memory space in the before mentioned
example. The feature information of feature three has only to be loaded for the 300 best images according to
feature zero. It can be achieved by using the -u option that the mentioned feature information is only loaded
for the 300 best images according to feature zero. The -u option triggers the partial loading in FIRE. Note
that the features specified after the -u option will not be loaded at server start up but only at retrieval time if
the corresponding feature is mentioned in the given filtersequence following the -F option. All features that
are not specified in the partialloading sequence after the -u option will be loaded completely into memory
at server start up.
In our example we want to load all features only at retrieval time except the very first feature in the filter
sequence that will be loaded at server start up. Those features not mentioned in the given filtersequence
should not be loaded at all. We achieve this by the partial loading sequence 0:1:2:3:4:5:6. The command
line is then given as follows:
fire -f list -D -F 0:500-3:300-5:100-2:10 -u 0:1:2:3:4:5:6
If for example the features two and five should be loaded completly into memory at server start up the
command line invocation of FIRE would be
fire -f list -D -F 0:500-3:300-5:100-2:10 -u 0:1:3:4:6
The options -u and –dontload have in general a higher priority than -U and –defdontload in the sense that if
-u/–dontload and -U/–defdontload are present in a command line invocation of FIRE the -U/–defdontload
is ignored.
It is of course possible to combine all new commandline options. The only restriction imposed on the new
command line options is that the -u/–dontload and -U/–defdontload can only be used if the -F/–filter option
is used as well. An invocation of a FIRE session utilizing filtered retrieval, partial loading and a proxyserver
on host lea at port 12963 can be performed as follows:
fire -f list -D -F 0:500-3:300-5:100-2:10 -u 0:1:2:3:4:5:6 -P lea 12963

D.2

Network Protocol

To be able to allow for enabling and disabling of filtered retrieval at runtime, FIRE’s network protocol has
been extended by a new command.
setfilter <filtersequence>
The syntax of the <filtersequence> is identical to the syntax of the command line option −F as described
in Appendix D.1. If the filtersequence is omitted then FIRE will switch filtered retrieval off and use normal
retrieval. This is only possible if FIRE has not been started using the -F or --filter option because our
current implementation checks not if all features are loaded into the machines memory.
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